New research suggests that individuals with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) have central auditory processing deficits. To review the evidence for HIV affecting parts of the central nervous system involved in central auditory processing, we performed a systematic review of the literature. The objective was to determine whether existing studies show evidence for damage to structures associated with central auditory pathways in HIV. We searched PubMed for papers that used structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), diffusion tensor imaging, magnetic resonance spectroscopy or functional MRI in individuals infected with HIV. The review showed that HIV affects several areas involved in central auditory processing particularly the thalamus, internal capsule and temporal cortex. These findings support the idea that HIV can affect central auditory pathways and support the potential use of central auditory tests as a way to assess central nervous system effects of HIV.
Introduction
Although otologic problems were common early in the HIV epidemic [1] , recent studies have shown either small or no differences in peripheral hearing ability (audiometry) between HIV-infected and HIV-uninfected individuals [2] [3] [4] . Bankaitis and Keith provided a casereport of an HIV+ individual with normal peripheral auditory function who also had difficulty with speech perception, particularly with competing sentences [5] . This may indicate that central auditory system may be involved in HIV infection. Recent research found that HIV positive individuals have significant differences in word recognition scores [6] and abnormalities in auditory evoked potentials consistent with a higher rate of central
This is an open-access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License, which permits unrestricted use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original author and source are credited. auditory defects [5, 7, 8] , compared to HIV-negative subjects, showing central auditory processing deficits (CAPD) may exist in HIV infected patients. Central auditory processing is a cognitively demanding task, therefore the findings of central auditory processing deficits may correlate with HIV-related central nervous system effects, such as HIV-associated neurocognitive disorder (HAND) [9, 10] .
Even with active antiretroviral therapy, HIV+ individuals continue to develop neurocognitive deficits [11] and HAND. MRI and pathological studies show evidence of glial activation and inflammation even without documented cognitive deficits [12] [13] [14] . Central auditory processing deficits in HIV+ people may have relationship with HAND or may serve as an independent sign of HIV effects on the central nervous system (CNS). There have been many MRI studies of the brain in individuals with HIV. To date, however, there has not been any direct evidence that HIV affects pathways associated with central auditory processing.
The auditory pathways in the brain include sites in the brainstem (cochlear nucleus), the midbrain (inferior colliculus), the thalamus (medial geniculate body), the internal capsule, the temporal cortex, and the corpus callosum. Also, a recent study using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) suggested that the sites in the prefrontal cortex and anterior cingulate may also be involved in auditory processing [15] .
The objective of this review was to assess the evidence in existing MR studies for HIV affecting the parts of the central nervous system involved in central auditory processing.
Methods
We searched PubMed over the last 10 years looking for articles with the search terms MRI, HIV and brain (MRI and (HIV or AIDS) and brain)) published in English. This resulted in 775 articles. Of those, only articles directly concerned with measuring biochemical, anatomical or functional changes due to HIV were included. For example, studies examining central nervous system lymphoma, neurosyphilis or other conditions were excluded.
We focused on articles that specifically mentioned anatomic structures directly involved in central auditory processing (e.g. inferior colliculus (midbrain), medial geniculate body (thalamus), internal capsule (basal ganglia region), temporal cortex, and corpus callosum (particularly the splenium)). The articles were reviewed to assess whether the anatomic structures mentioned were reasonable to include as relevant to auditory processing. For example, multiple studies examined the basal ganglia. In some studies, procedures were used to measure particular regions within the basal ganglia (e.g. caudate or putamen). These studies were not included in the analysis since these nuclei are not universally agreed to be involved in central auditory processing. Other studies, however, selected the basal ganglia region as a region of interest. In this case, the study would be included since the region of interest would include, not just the nuclei in the basal ganglia, but also the white matter in the internal and external capsule around the basal ganglia.
This resulted in a total of 171 articles: 59 for volumetric measurement, 43 for magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS), 38 for diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), 42 for functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), 9 review articles, and 19 animal trials. These papers were further screened to remove articles that: (a) did not have a comparison to a control group, or were a longitudinal study within an HIV+ group, or (b) were focused on particular subsets of HIV+ people (like those with alcoholism, or taking methamphetamines). Only fMRI resting state articles were included since no articles that used an auditory stimulus were found. Figure 1 summarizes the procedure used to select the articles. The final set included 29 articles, 20 focused on volumetric measurement, 1 resting state fMRI study, 5 DTI studies and 4 MRS studies.
Results
Compared with HIV− controls, patients with HIV have gray matter atrophy, diffuse white matter abnormalities, differences in resting state activation on fMRI, and changes in neuronal metabolites in various brain regions. Changes in brain areas relevant to central auditory processing are summarized in Table 1 .
Tissue loss and white matter abnormalities from T1 and T2 imaging T1-weighted imaging by high resolution MR in a 1.5T or 3T field, can be used to measure the volume of brain regions. Aylward et al. [16] concluded that HIV infection causes generalized brain atrophy and also selective basal ganglia atrophy, consistent with the characterization of HIV dementia as subcortical. The internal capsule, however, was excluded from their analysis. However, some researchers studied 94 HIV+ individuals and assessed the severity of white matter abnormalities in the basal ganglia region. Thirty-two percent of the subjects (30/94) had detectable white matter abnormalities in this region.
Heaps et al. [17] found significantly smaller brain volumes in their HIV+ HAND+ group compared to the HIV− group. There was a tendency for thalamic volume to be smaller in the HIV+/HAND+ group compared to the HIV− group (p=0.06). When the analysis was done categorizing the subjects by functional impairment, thalamic volume was significantly smaller (p=0.02) in those HIV+ indiviudals with functional impairment compared to HIV− controls. Wade et al. using surface-based shape analysis in an older HIV+ cohort (mean age 65), also showed significantly smaller thalamic volume in HIV+ subjects compared to HIV− controls. Since the thalamus contains the medial geniculate body, this finding may be relevant for auditory processing.
The corpus callosum may also be affected. Wade et al. [18] showed that HIV+ individuals had a significantly smaller callosum compared to HIV− participants (p<0.05). Sarma et al. [19] found white matter atrophy in perinatally HIV-infected youths bilaterally in the posterior corpus callosum.
Overall, the studies showed both gray matter and white matter abnormalities in various regions in individuals with HIV. Areas potentially relevant to central auditory processing, such as the internal capsule, thalamus, and corpus callosum were affected.
White matter properties
Auditory white matter radiations begin in the mesencephalon and end in the auditory primary cortex, passing information from the medial geniculate nucleus in the thalamus to temporal gyri through the internal capsule.
DTI is a form of diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) used to detect white matter structures in the brain [10, [20] [21] [22] . Movement of water can be anisotropic with diffusion greater along the length of the fiber (longitudinal direction) than perpendicular to it (radial or transverse direction), as myelin may restrict diffusion. In HIV+/HAND+ people, DWI and DTI show white matter abnormalities, such as decreases in fractional anisotropy (FA), increases in mean diffusivity (MD), radial diffusivity (RD) and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), as well as abnormalities in axial diffusivity (AD), compared to the HIV− controls in various white matter regions [13, [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] , such as the temporal white matter and the internal capsule. Chen et al. [13] found decreases in FA, and increases in MD, AD, and RD in their population of 29 HIV+ patients compared to HIV− controls. The main areas affected relevant to auditory processing were the temporal white matter and corpus callosum. FA was significantly decreased in the temporal white matter (p<0.01) and corpus callosum (p<0.01). MD was significantly increased in the temporal white matter (p<0.05) and corpus callosum (p<0.01). The splenium of the corpus callosum was affected, which is the portion of the corpus callosum most often associated with audition. No differences were observed in the internal capsule in this study, however, for all the diffusion parameters. Xuan et al., however, did find significant decreases in FA and increases in ADC in the internal capsule in their HIV+ patients with dementia, headache or epilepsy, compared to HIV− controls [32] .
Leite et al. [27] also found that HIV individuals may have differences in white matter integrity in the corpus callosum and in some regions of the corona radiata. In contrast to Chen et al. [13] , however, the changes in the corpus callosum were limited to the body. These results are similar to Chang et al. [33] ; they also showed differences in MD in the genu of the corpus callosum, but not in the splenium. Wu et al. [34] , however, studied the corpus callosum specifically in a study of 11 HIV+ people and showed decreased FA and increased MD in the splenium of the HIV+ group compared to controls. Thurnher [35] in 2005, also found decreases in FA in the genu, splenium, and frontal white matter in 60 HIV+ adults compared to 30 HIV− controls, but the changes were only statistically significant for the genu. Xuan et al. [32] also found that mean apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) values in HIV+ adults were significantly higher in all areas of the corpus callosum (knee, body, splenium).
Zhang and Li [24] summarized previous DTI findings in HIV+ humans in their study on SIV-infected macaque brains. They noted that FA "decreases significantly in regions such as the splenium, genu, internal capsule, frontal lobes, parietal lobes, temporal lobes, and occipital lobes in both symptomatic and asymptomatic HIV patients." In summary, the DTI studies show that the temporal white matter, internal capsule and corpus callosum had the significant difference in FA, ADC, MD, RD in individuals with HIV compared to HIV− controls. This is significant since all these areas may be involved in central auditory processing.
Differences in metabolism
MRS provides information on the levels of some brain chemicals that are believed to be related to glial activation and inflammation, such as choline (CHO), myo-inositol (MI), Nacetylaspartate (NAA) and creatine (Cr). The region of interest used for MRS studies, however, is large. MRS results reflect a volumetric average over a region of interest chosen in the MR image. The basal ganglia region is often selected as an area of interest in MRS studies. Unlike the volumetric studies, however, this region of interest is not specific to the basal ganglia. The region of interest likely also includes the white matter that surrounds the basal ganglia such as the external and internal capsule.
Masters and Ances reviewed the data on MRS in HIV infection in 2014. At that time they found more than 75 articles that had used MRS to detect changes in cerebral metabolites in patients with HIV. The basal ganglia region is commonly affected, and the effects of treatment in the basal ganglia region can be detected using MRS. In a recent study, Sailasuta et al. evaluated HIV individuals before and after 12 months of cART [14] . At baseline, they found elevated total CHO (p<0.002) and NAA (P<0.05) in the BG region associated with HIV infection. With treatment, inflammatory markers tended to decrease in the BG region, suggesting that the changes were HIV related [14] .
Overall, these studies showed significant differences in metabolites in basal ganglia region in HIV individuals. These changes in the basal ganglia region likely also reflect the white matter tracts carrying auditory information that pass through that area.
Neuronal activity
Resting state BOLD-fMRI can be used to assess functional connectivity within the brain. In a recent study, Ann HW et al. [36] collected the resting state fMRI data of 24 HIV+ individuals (12 with HIV+/HAND+ and 12 with HIV+/HAND−) and 11 HIV− individuals. The authors found significantly decreased functional connectivity in the temporal lobe in the HIV+/HAND+ group compared to the HIV+/HAND− group and in the HIV+/HAND− group compared to the HIV− group.
To date, however, the differences in fMRI responses between HIV+ and HIV− subjects using an auditory stimulus have not been assessed.
In summary, resting state fMRI study showed functional connectivity changes in the temporal area, which may support the hypothesis that HIV may affect the central auditory processing.
Discussion
People with central auditory deficits may have neurological defects in the pathways from the auditory nerve through to the higher auditory pathways in the brain [37] . These deficits often manifest as difficulty with understanding speech in background noise despite normal auditory thresholds, and trouble with localizing sound or recognizing voices. The central auditory system includes the cochlear nucleus, trapezoid body, lateral lemniscus and superior olivary complex in the brainstem, the inferior colliculi (IC) in the midbrain, the medial geniculate nucleus (MGB) in the thalamus, the internal capsule in the basal ganglia region and the auditory cortex [38] . Also, the corpus callosum is involved. Damage to these structures can produce a central auditory processing deficits (usually manifested as a difficulty with understanding speech in background noise) and MRI studies done in HIV+ people to date suggest that areas associated with auditory processing are affected by HIV.
Recent large studies suggest that the auditory impairment in HIV patients cannot be explained by impaired peripheral hearing. Instead, HIV+ adults have shown evidence for difficulty in understanding speech in noise, and abnormal gap detection thresholds [2, 4] . Since central auditory processing demands the collaboration of multiple brain areas, the central auditory deficit may correlate with HAND or cognitive deficits in HIV+ people [10] .
Pathological studies show that the brain is widely affected by HIV infection, manifested microglia cell nodules, demyelination, glial cell proliferation, and neuronal injury [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] . In magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), these pathological changes are seen as brain atrophy, white matter abnormalities, differences in resting state activation, and metabolic abnormalities. This review shows that these changes can occur in areas associated with central auditory processing. The thalamus plays an important role in the central auditory processing and reduced thalamic volumes have been seen in HIV+ individuals. The auditory radiations pass through the posterior limb of the internal capsule and on the temporal lobe. Damage to the internal capsule has been seen both on T2 images, and can also be inferred from the MRS studies where the "basal ganglia region" was imaged. This region likely included white matter tracts carrying auditory information. Lastly, these studies also show the involvement of the temporal lobes and corpus callosum in the white and gray matter damage that occurs with HIV.
These findings may have practical relevance. To diagnose HAND, the "gold standard" is detailed neuropsychological performance testing [45] . If, however, auditory pathways are damaged with HIV infection in the brain, then it is possible that central auditory tests could be used to assess the central nervous system effects of HIV infection. These tests can be short and easy to perform, so may complement or offer an advantage over current techniques.
Based on these MR findings, it's reasonable to assume that individuals with HIV may have central auditory processing deficits. Since HIV infection may damage central auditory pathways, central auditory tests may be useful to diagnose or track central nervous system effects of HIV. Also, it's reasonable to assume that central auditory processing deficits will correlate to the cognitive deficits in HIV patients, which means that central auditory tests may provide a new way to assess central nervous system function in HIV+ individuals.
Limitations
This review has limitations. There are no MRI studies in HIV+ adults that correlate evidence of central auditory deficits with MR findings. Also, a considerable amount of auditory processing can take place in the brainstem. Even though the brainstem plays a very important role in the central auditory processing, the MR studies reviewed here did not provide information on brainstem areas involved in auditory processing. The MR studies also did not focus specifically on auditory pathways. A reduction in thalamic volume, for example, does not necessarily mean that the medial geniculate body is affected. Similarly, MRS changes in the area of the basal ganglia do not definitively show that pathways carrying auditory information are damaged. Also, the results may be affected by publication bias, where the effects on HIV on the central nervous system may be overstated, since negative studies would not be published. Nevertheless, areas involved in central auditory processing were seen to be damaged using more than one imaging modality, and the number of MR studies showing these effects was large.
Conclusion
Existing MR studies in patients with HIV show potential damage to auditory pathways using different imaging modalities. There are volume changes in auditory system relevant structures on T1 imaging, as well as white matter abnormalities on T2 imaging. DTI shows white matter changes in the corpus callosum and internal capsule. MRS shows signs of inflammation in the basal ganglia region that could be important for audition. Lastly, resting state fMRI shows differences in functional connectivity that includes the temporal lobe.
More focused studies need to be carried out using MR imaging associated with central auditory assessments. If a strong relationship between central auditory processing, HAND, and MR findings can be established, then central auditory tests could potentially be used to diagnose and track central nervous system complications of HIV infection. Table 1 Overall results from the review. Several areas associated with auditory processing show changes in patients with HIV. Decrease [17, 30, 33] Internal capsule (or basal ganglia region)
Decrease [33] , Abnormal white matter signal [43] FA Decrease [25, 32] MD, AD, RD increase [25] ADC increase [32] Increase: total CHO [14] , NAA [14] , MI, CHO/Cr [20] Decrease: glutarmate, NAA/CHO [20] Temporal area (auditory cortex and auditory association cortex, and associated white matter)
Decrease [24, 30] Decrease [19] Functional connectivity decreased [36] FA decrease [13] MD, AD, RD increase [13] Corpus callosum
Decrease [19, 20] FA decrease [31, 32, 34] MD [34] ADC increase [32] 
